
 

The X-Guard: Gi
the finish of the butterfly guard works best from a close range, since thats where the modified

butterfly finishes. this is where the knees of both legs should be on top of each other, but this is
easier said then done. usually a butterfly guard finishes from a distance while theyre attempting to
pull their legs up into a position that they can lock out. this positioning is difficult to achieve, so itll
take some practice. because of the difficulty in getting into the butterfly position, this can lead to

people trying to do it out of desperation or trying to sweep out of it. its not the best position to
sweep out of, and its not the best position to do a sweep out of. therefore the reccomended gi for x-
guard is the ashi garami. this is a very versatile gi and is the most common gi used in bjj. since most
people do not realize that this is actually a guard, its important to get a really good grasp on it. so in
case you missed it, in my video im demonstrating an ashi garami.. im going to do another video for

this specifically after i finish the parts on the ashi garami. the reasons for this are pretty simple
really. its a style of jiu jitsu that is very entertaining to watch and it also has some insanely good

aspects to it. for the techniques described, by ashi, ashi/garami or ashi/hinai ..the guard is used. the
guard we just saw was the gi version of the x guard. now we are going to see a mat version of the x

guard. as with the gi, the shoulder pads are covered. from the start, take your back leg and work
your way around the back. bring it around and hook your opponents arm or ankle and begin to force

them into a guard. its very important to keep your knees as close to your opponents chest as
possible to keep your knee and elbow bar from getting too open. once you get to their head, the safe

spot is the outside of their knee.
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logos: the jacket has a back patch with the opposite white patch for a total of two white patches on
the jacket. the jacket is also pre-washed and ready to rock. x-guard anti-slip and anti-bending

materials included. fit: the jacket fits me better than the pants which in turn is one of the largest fits
that i have worn in a while. the back is a bit long even on me being 5’9” and weighing about the

same as my wifes. while thats not too much, it is noticeable and can be taken off for a more true fit.
the pants are extremely comfortable with pockets that are a tad short in height. ive measured them

and they are 24-26 inches in back and is 8 inches deep. not really sure where the 32inch
measurement is taken as they are a little snug. my advice if you are looking to wear your pants in
the basement, the first day, or after youve done a couple of laps around the gym. the extra length
will be just what you need to make those swim or jogging shorts a little more comfortable. both the
jacket and the pants are made in the usa. the good people at dr. martens are a good group and im
glad i met them on this project.as a disclaimer, the company was not paid to try on a jacket or tell
me what we liked or didnt like. i simply liked the jacket and pants so much i decided to join their
team. i was hoping to try this jacket on after i received it, but being in california, i went up to the

store the next day and tried on the jacket, but did not own any appropriate pants to try it on. then, a
day or so later, i went back to the store and told them i wanted to try it on, and they said they could
order me some spandex-based pants as an early christmas present. they did and they arrived a few
days later. i ordered a pair that happened to fit me very well. they were too large in the thighs for

me, but they fit my waist perfectly. i could tuck them in under my shorts or wear them over shorts. i
put them on and they fit. they were comfortable for my mile run, and i wished i had them to wear on

the elliptical. 5ec8ef588b
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